Efficacy and safety of vapor-heated anti-inhibitor coagulant complex in hemophilia patients. FEIBA Study Group.
The study reported here was designed to measure the efficacy and safety of a vapor-heated anti-inhibitor coagulant complex (FEIBA-VH) for the treatment of bleeding episodes in patients with hemophilia A who have inhibitors to factor VIII (FVIII). FEIBA-VH, a second-generation complex, is vapor-heated for 10 hours at a temperature of 60 degrees C and a pressure of 1190 millibar (mbar) and for 1 additional hour at 80 degrees C and 1375 mbar. The current study was performed because of concern that this vapor-heating process would reduce the efficacy of FEIBA-VH as compared with non-heat-treated FEIBA (FEIBA). Forty-one patients received FEIBA-VH for 106 evaluable bleeding episodes. Ninety-three (88%) episodes were controlled, and 13 (12%) were not. Eighty-three (79%) episodes were controlled within 36 hours of the first infusion. No significant toxicity was seen. These results were compared with those of an earlier study with FEIBA. FEIBA-VH was at least as effective as FEIBA in controlling bleeding episodes and can be compared favorably to any reported treatment of bleeding episodes in hemophiliacs with inhibitors to FVIII.